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Section One: Accessing the EMS System
Instructions for Accessing the On-line (Cloud) Version of EMS:
1. Open a web browser. In the address (URL) field at the top of the window, enter the URL
for the training site which we will be working in today:
nps.chemicalsafety.com
The URL for the actual production site is:
nsam.chemicalsafety.com
You will see the following home page:

2. Click the Log In button on the left side of the screen. On the login screen, enter your user
ID and password and then click on the Log in button:
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Section Two: EMS’ Data Structure

Facility, Building & Location Hierarchy
The location hierarchy is the root of all EMS data. Since it involves mainly stable information (addresses,
building numbers, etc.), it rarely needs to be updated. The facility hierarchy consists of the following
databases:






Facility: usually refers to the broadest description of the site of an organization, such as the name
of the organization or one of its headquarters’ locations. You can enter unlimited facilities, but at
least one facility record must be created before you can enter any other location data. There are
four facilities at NSAM:
 NSAM Main BASE
 NSAM NAVY Annex
 NSAM La Mesa Village
 Camp Roberts
Chemical Inventory Regulatory Reporting is Prepared and submitted to the California Electronic
Reporting System (CERS) by facility.
Building: refers to an actual physical building where materials are utilized and stored. A facility
record must exist in order to create building record. At NSAM, all buildings have been listed by
number for consistency and accuracy, but there is an additional field in the building record called
synonym that can be used to search for building information by name. For example, Building 232
has a synonym of Spanagel Hall.
Location: allows you to enter in great detail where a material can be stored and found, including
the floor, room number, and location description (such as a particular shelf, drawer or cabinet).
Locations illustrate how the facility and building information are linked directly to each other, as
it requires that there be at least one record for each database above it in the hierarchy. You
cannot create a location record without first linking a facility and building record to the location.
You can create multiple storage locations within a single room. The field called Location/Desc. is
a required field in Location and the place where the specific location is identified in detail.
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Department: Departments within an organization can be used to further categorize
chemical locations. The department table is a user-created and managed table that can be
accessed from the EMS location table. Departments within NSAM are entered in the
Location record for easy data searching and data separation purposes.

Other Related Databases
There are five other databases linked to the facility hierarchy that you should be familiar with before
moving on:




Employee: contains information such as employee names, titles, locations, responsibilities, and
phone numbers. ID numbers and photos, and medical and personal information can also be stored
in this database. It is linked with the Inventory database and facility hierarchy, which list the
responsible persons for location and material inventory data.
Container: describes exactly what materials are stored in which locations by individual
container. After an inventory record is created, it will automatically link itself to the appropriate
MSDS and chemical reference record(s). Note that you can enter multiple identical containers in
the container table by entering the number of containers in this field. When the record is saved,
EMS will automatically create several container records with sequentially numbered barcodes.
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Chemical Inventory: provides a summary view of all identical chemicals that are at a specific
location. Identical containers are containers of a specific chemical by a specific manufacturer
with the same physical state. If you are entering a new material into the system, a new MSDS
record must be created first before chemical inventory container data can be added.
MSDS: contains information from the chemical manufacturers Material Safety Data Sheet,
including the components of an MSDS product. You can also access an MSDS image or text file
in this database. The MSDS name field is linked to the chemical inventory record as the Product/
Chemical Name.
Chemical Reference: describes each component. It contains NFPA labels, HMIS information,
and CAS numbers, percent’s, regulatory data, and provides fields for detailed information about
each chemical. The Chemical Reference database is linked to the Chemical Name field in the
Inventory Record.

Together these databases will help you to track inventory, as well as provide you with access to the
chemical and safety information associated with them.
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Section Three: EMS’ Help Functions
When logged into EMS, the start screen will display the Main Menu on the left side of the
screen and EMS’ default Quick Start Menu in the center of your screen. Place the mouse over
any of the icons and click on the question mark that appears to open a help menu for that icon.

Help screens can also be accessed from the menu (upper right) of the EMS’s detail and search
screens.
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Section Four: EMS’ Menu and Navigation System
Once you have logged into EMS, the start screen will display the Main Menu on the left side of
the screen and EMS’ default Quick Start Menu in the center of your screen. Click on any of the
icons to launch that function. For example, click on the Chemical Inventory icon to view a list
of chemical inventory records belonging to the user that is logged in.

Additional quick start screens can be accessed from the “Switch Quickstart Page” dropdown list.
For example, the P.I./Chemical User screen contains links to common tasks that chemical
handlers perform.
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Main Menu
Use the menus on the left to access EMS’ various forms and functions.
Chemical/MSDS: Manage (M)SDS information, view hazard and chemical
reference information for the MSDS.
Inventory: Manage material inventory information.
Waste: Manage on and off site waste disposal.
Adhoc Reports: Create, run, view and print user defined reports.
Facility: Manage facility, building and location information.
Employee: Manage human resources info including employee training and
incidents/accidents.
Settings: Configure user settings.
Log Out: End your session and log out of the EMS Web Interface.

Default Quick Start Menu
Use the Quick Start Menu to access user-specific information.

––––––
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The Quick Start Menu is segregated into five areas of access and operation. The three areas on
the left are set up for specific operation functions as follows:
P.I./Chemist Quick Start Menu Segment: Includes typical functions that a person
handling chemicals would need to access the EMS software for, namely to review/ update
their own inventory, search for and/or order a chemical and request that a chemical be
picked up for disposal.

EH&S Quick Start Menu Segment: Designed to allow EH&S personnel to access and
update information as well as to perform regulatory related functions.

Facility Operations Quick Start Menu Segment: Allows facility personnel to manage
incoming chemicals and process, store, and dispose waste.

The two areas on the right are designed for use by a cross-section of the organization to access
and review EMS data as needed:
Designed for designated personnel to review corporate data functions.
Designed to display user-specific reports that individual users may want
to run repeatedly (favorite reports).

Quick Start Menu Functions

Quick access to the user’s current inventory on hand.

Search for chemicals within a facility, or place a new order.

Search for and reserve chemicals from the company’s chemical storage or surplus.
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Search for and order a chemical from a product supplier.

Manage the Chemical Approval Process

Access and manage material safety data sheets (M)SDS

Manage green chemical alternatives

Process incoming chemicals

Deliver and distribute incoming chemicals

Request for chemical(s) to be picked up for disposal

Pickup chemicals designated for waste disposal

Manage new waste recording and processing
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Designate user-specific favorite reports

List of User or Group Favorite Reports

Regulatory functions

Links directly to the online EMS support page

Corporate – Facility functions

Navigational Tools
You can use the navigational tools at the top EMS’ detail screens to move to a different record,
to add a record, to edit a record, to transfer a record, to view and print labels, etc.
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Navigational Menu Functions

Go to the first record in the group of records that resulted from a search
Go to previous records
Go to next record
Go to the last record in the group of records that resulted from a search
Perform a new search
Sort the records that resulted from a search
Toggle between a single record and the record list
Add a record
Clone (Duplicate) a record
Edit an existing record
Print a summary page of the record
Save a record that is being added or edited
Cancel adding a record or changes made to an existing record
Refresh record on screen

NAVIGATIONAL MENUS
The navigational menus to the right of the navigational tools allow you to do many useful
functions like setting chemical containers as surplus, moving chemicals to different labs or
locations and making waste pickup requests, among many other functions. These buttons also
give you the option of viewing and printing reports and labels, looking at container history, and
viewing chemicals on a map.
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Section Five: EMS’ (M)SDS Module
Viewing Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)
To view (M)SDS data, navigate to the container list screen and click the
button to the
right of the container. You can navigate to the container list by returning to the quick start screen
and searching the chemical inventory (refer to the “How to Search for Chemicals in Your
Inventory” section on page 23).
Note: To return to the Quick Start Screen, click on the Chemical Safety logo at the top left of the
page.

The (M)SDS detail screen will appear.

Click on
to view the PDF (M)SDS file for this chemical. Note that
prior (M)SDS versions for this chemical may also be available and can be viewed from the
Archived MSDS/SDS files area- highlight one of them and click the View Image button.
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Viewing a GHS Label
To view a GHS label, simply click the

button in the third tab.

(M)SDS DETAILS
If you want to obtain additional information about a chemical’s properties, regulatory data, and
safety data, you can click on the Chemical/ (M)SDS button on the left of your screen and search
for the chemical.

The (M)SDS detail record screen has five tabs on top, starting with the Product Data tab on the
first screen.
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A lot of information can be reviewed and recorded in the different tabs. Different records may
have more, or less data than other records, but all necessary information about a chemical can be
recorded here. Many of the tabs are self-explanatory, and we are not going into more detail about
them in this document.

How To Add a New (M)SDS
From the Product/MSDS/SDS screen click the Add button:

There are several tabs where data should be entered to create the record.
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Product Data Tab
The first tab is named “Product Data” and several fields are required before a record can be
saved. These required fields are highlighted in light red.

The required fields can be found in the Product and Company Information section of the MSDS/
SDS:
 Type the Product Name exactly as shown in the (M)SDS/SDS document.
 Type the Manufacturer Name
 Enter the CAS Number or Chemical Name as follows:
1. If the product is a pure chemical, enter its CAS Number or name in the
corresponding field. If the chemical is found in the EMS Chemical Dictionary, it
will auto-populate the name or CAS. The following message will then appear:

Select yes to have data from the chemical reference database automatically
populate the MSDS record, or no if you have already populated or plan to
populate the record manually. Warning: Auto-populating from the chemical
reference database will override any existing data that already exists in the
record.
2. If the product is a mixture with multiple chemicals, enter the product name in the
Product/Chemical Name field and leave the CAS number blank. After you save
the record, you can then go to the Composition Tab of the MSDS and Enter
chemical components of the mixture. Note: you need to first save the record
before you can add chemical components.
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If it can be found in the (M)SDS, replace the MSDS/SDS number, which EMS assigned
sequentially, with the manufacturers (M)SDS/SDS number or product number.
Enter the (M)SDS/SDS last revision date from the document.

The highlighted fields of the sample (M)SDS document shown above in Sections 1 and 3 are the
ones that need to be entered.
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Comp/Regs/Misc Tab
Click on the second tab, named Comp/Regs/Misc. This tab contains additional data relating to
the chemical including synonyms, associated projects and facilities, regulations, part numbers,
locations, and green chemical alternatives.

To add data to any of these tabs, click on the tab first, then right-click on the record and select
Add. Note: for chemical composition only, you must save the record first before adding any
chemical components.

The same procedure (right click -> Add) applies to the remaining tabs (Synonyms, Project,
Facility, etc.)
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(M)SDS Image Tab
Click on the third tab named (M)SDS Image to upload the (M)SDS’ pdf file.

You will then see the Select File dialog box from which you can attach and upload the (M)SDS
pdf file. Note: the system supports numerous other graphic file formats aside from pdf.
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Chemical Ref Data Tab
The Chemical Ref Data tab contains additional fields relating to the chemical substance.

Environmental Tab
You can enter GHS data from the Environmental tab. This information can be found in section
two of the (M)SDS/SDS: Hazards Identification. Enter GHS information and other hazard
information as follows:
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Click on the table button
next to H Phrases. Click on all of the H Phrases that correspond to
the H Phrase codes for the product. Scroll to additional pages on the bottom right of the H Phrase
Code table as needed to select additional H Phrase codes for the product.

When the H Phrase codes are selected, EMS automatically populates the following GHS fields:
 Category
 Signal Word
 Hazard Class
 Hazard Statements
 P Phrase Codes

NOTE: Although EMS automatically completes data for the above fields, only the manufacturer
data from the (M)SDS/SDS document qualifies as the correct information for hazard data
associated with this (M)SDS. It is therefore critical that you compare the data that EMS
populated the GHS and other hazard fields with and make necessary changes or corrections.
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Entering Additional Hazard Data
Enter all Hazard-related data that is found in Section 2 of the (M)SDS/SDS record.
OSHA and NFPA Hazards are the most important.
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Section Six: EMS’ Inventory Module
The Difference Between Inventory Records and Container Records
Container records are unique containers that are stored within EMS to allow for the tracking,
storage, movement and disposal.
Inventory records are designed to provide users with a grouped container view for identical
chemicals that are in the same location and have the same container size.

Viewing Chemical Inventory Records
From the EMS main menu, select Inventory -> Chemical Inventory.

You will then see a search screen that you can enter any number of search criteria to locate the
chemical you are looking for. If you leave all of the search fields empty, and click on search, EMS will
return all of the chemicals held in inventory.

From the inventory item list screen, you have the option of viewing (and printing) an (M)SDS
associated with each chemical inventory record. You can also view the detailed chemical
inventory record by clicking the arrow (>) to the right of each list item.
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Chemical Inventory Detail Screen Navigational Tools
Notice the navigational buttons at the top of the inventory record detail screen. You can use these
navigational tools to move to different records, add records, edit the current record, transfer the
current record, or to view and print labels.
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Viewing Container Records
From the EMS main menu, select Inventory -> Container.

Alternatively, you can click on Chemical Inventory from the quick start screen. You will then see a
search screen where you can enter any number of search criteria to locate the container that you
are looking for. Again, if you leave all of the search fields empty, and click on search, EMS will return
all of the containers held in inventory.
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Viewing Container Details
To view or manage container details, click on the
button located to the right side of the
chemical inventory list. You can navigate to the container list by returning to the quick start
screen and searching the chemical inventory (refer to the How to Search for Chemicals in
Your Inventory section above).

The container screen is organized so that the top part displays where a chemical is located.
The middle portions display what the chemical is, to whom the container is assigned, when the
container was entered and accessed, and other details about the container. The bottom portion of
the form displays the quantity and size of the container.

Container Detail Screen Navigational Tools
Notice the navigational buttons at the top of the container detail screen. You can use these
navigational tools to move to different records, add records, edit the current record, transfer the
current record, or to view and print labels.
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The navigational buttons to the right of the form allow you to do many useful functions like
setting chemical containers as surplus, moving chemicals to different labs or locations, and
making waste pickup requests. You also have the option of viewing and printing reports and
labels, looking at container history, and viewing chemicals on a map.

Adding a Chemical Container to Inventory
There are several ways to add new chemical inventory data into EMS. The two most common
methods are using the Add option to add new container information, and the second is to use the
Clone option, which allow you to clone (duplicate) an existing container, make minor data
changes as needed, and then save the record. The Clone option is a convenient way to add
similar information to what’s already in the database with minimal data entry.
Adding a New Container

Start by clicking on the
button from the quick start screen. Then click the Add button, from
the menu at the top right of the screen.
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Enter all of the relevant information for the container.

NOTES:
 Several fields are automatically populated in the record, based on the user’s log-in information.
 Data can be changed by clearing the field, then typing new information or selecting information





by clicking on the
button next to many of the fields on the form.
Fields in pink are required fields and the record cannot be saved until data has been entered for
them.
EMS has a “type-ahead” option for all fields that have a
button. As you type letters, the system
automatically searches the database and displays data that corresponds to the letters entered. You
can then select one of the data records displayed without having to type the entire field.
If entering multiple identical containers for the same chemical, you can increase the No. of Cont.
field from one to a higher number. EMS will create individual records with sequential barcodes
so you don’t have to enter the containers one by one.

To save the record, click the Save button or click Records -> Save from the menu options on the
top right of the screen.
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Cloning an Existing Container
Click on the

to open the container record that you want to clone.

Click the Clone button or click Records -> Clone.

The system automatically assigns a new barcode number (which can be changed as needed).
Change whatever data is appropriate to change, including quantities and “Post” date and save the
record by either clicking the Save button or clicking Records -> Save from the menu options on
the top right of the screen.
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Find Chemical Containers that are Not Assigned to You
Click Search for Chemical in the P.I./Chemist section of the default quick start screen. On the
search screen that opens, your information will be filled in automatically. These fields will help
you search for one or multiple chemicals at your facility, or request for them to be ordered if
your facility does not have the chemical.






Type in the chemical name you wish to search for and then click the Submit button. You
can also search by any of the other fields by typing into them and clicking the Submit
button.
Click the Storage check-box, then click Submit to search for this chemical in a storage
location
Click the Surplus check-box, then click Submit to search for containers of this chemical
that have been labeled as surplus.
Click the Green Chemical check-box to search for ONLY Green Chemicals.

A list of containers that match what you searched for will be displayed at the bottom of the
screen:

Click the check-box next to the container(s) you wish to request, and then click the Request
button.
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How to Receive New Chemical Orders into EMS
From the Facility Operations section of the default quick start menu, click on the Receive
Chemicals icon. A list of all OPEN chemical orders will be displayed:





Click the MSDS button to the right of any record to see its MSDS/SDS.
Click the > button to the right of a record to view and receive the containers into EMS.
Select from the top right of the screen: Actions/Transaction/Receive/This Record.

A receiving screen will open like the one below:








EMS has assigned the next barcodes available to these containers. The barcode will be
displayed in the Barcode field.
The system will show that all containers ordered are being received. If this is incorrect,
make the necessary changes.
To leave the record open, un-check the Close Order check-box.
If the order should be received into the ordering person’s location, check the Receive in
My Location check-box.
If the Order should be received into a receiving area instead, check the In Receiving
Area check-box.
Make any changes necessary and then click the Ok button.
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You will see a confirmation message, and the containers will appear on the Receiving tab of the
Purchase Item screen.

If you click on Chemical Inventory from the main Quick Start Menu, you will see the new
containers on the list.

How to Distribute (Deliver) Containers that were Requested by Users
From the Facility Operations section of the default quick start menu, click on the Distribute
Chemicals icon. A Purchase Item screen will open, with your information automatically filled
in.

Click on the Reserved Container Items tab. Enter a Request Date-From and Request Date-To if
you wish to search for Requests for a range of dates. Click the Submit button.
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Or, just click the Submit button without entering any data in the fields, to see all open Requests.
All Requests matching your search criteria will be displayed.

Click the check-box to the left of the container to be distributed/transferred and then click the
Checkout button. You can then click on the Chemical Inventory icon from the quick start menu
and you will see the list of Containers. Click on the > button to the right of the container that was
just distributed to the user. You will see that the container now has the employee’s name and
request information. The container has also been transferred to the employee’s location.

How to Transfer a Container to Another Location
Open the detail record of the container that you want to transfer. Select Actions -> Container
Transactions -> Transfer -> This Record from the menu at the top right of the container record
screen. The following screen will appear:

Using the type-ahead or look-up feature, select the new location in the Loc./ Desc. field. Once
this field is populated the Location ID field will be filled in automatically. Lookup the receiving
employee’s last name in the Employee Last field. The employee first name and ID fields will
then auto-populate. Leave Ignore Transfer Rules unchecked. Click OK when done.
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How to Consume or Dispose of a Container
Open the detail record of the container that you want to transfer. Select Actions -> Container
Transactions -> Dispose/ Consume Quantities -> This Record from the menu at the top right
of the container record screen. The following screen will appear:

The Loc./Desc, Location ID, Quantity, and Unit fields will be prefilled with data from the
container record. Select the Dispose checkbox if you wish to create a Waste item in the Waste
module. Select the Request checkbox if you wish to create a waste pickup request in the Waste
module.

How to Designate a Container as Surplus
Open the detail record of the container that you want to transfer. Select Actions -> Container
Transactions -> Surplus -> This Record from the menu at the top right of the container record
screen. The container record will then be updated and marked as surplus.
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Section Seven: EMS Reports
How to View Reports

At the bottom right of the Quick Start Menu, under the heading Report Center / Favorites, you
will see a list of reports. These are reports that you can select as your favorite reports, and you
will always see them when you log in to EMS. To run any of them, just click on the report’s
name and a report preview window will open. Click the X on the top right of the report preview
window to close it. To see a list of all Ad-hoc reports, click the Report Center header.
Alternatively, you can click on Ad-hoc Reports from the EMS main menu on the left side of the
screen. You can then click on a specific report to launch a preview window.

Filtering Reports by Group


Click on any of the listed groups under filtering. The Ad hoc reports system will list only
the reports under that grouping
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How to Print a Management Report



Click on Ad-hoc Reports from the main menu (or click on the Report Center button
from the quick start page).
Select the appropriate report from the list to preview and print.
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Section Eight: EMS User Settings
These are functions that both Admin and Non-Admin users can access to change certain options
specific to their own user id. EMS users can access and customize their settings from the main
menu on the left side of the screen:

Select Settings -> User Preferences

Users can configure which quick start screen will launch when EMS starts as well as customize
search and favorite report settings.

Search Preferences
The Search Preferences link allows the EMS user to customize individual search screens to suit
their needs. Click on Search Preferences and select the search screen that you wish to customize
by highlighting it and clicking on Edit.
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From the Custom Find screen, users can add, remove and reorder search fields.

To add a field, click in the check-box on the left side. To delete a field, click on the red X on the
right side. To move a field up or down, highlight the field on the right side and then click on Up
or Down. Alternatively, fields can be dragged and dropped into the desired position/ order.

Configuring the Favorite Reports List
Users can configure up to six Crystal Reports or Ad hoc reports for each quick start screen. Click
on Quick Start Favorite Reports and then select the appropriate quick start screen from the
dropdown list. Next, select a report from the Crystal Report or Ad-hoc Report dropdown list. Fill
in a name for the report in the Label field. Regardless of the actual name of the report, the
custom name that you type into the Label field will appear on the quick start screen. Repeat the
procedure to add additional reports.

Section Nine: Where to Get Additional Help
Visit the Chemical Safety EMS help pages at http://chemicalsafety.com/support/ where you
can view knowledge base tutorials, training videos, and submit a trouble ticket if necessary.
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